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BED BUGS BYE-BYE is a water-based pesticide developed especially to control bed bugs. When applied as directed on the labeling, BED
BUGS BYE-BYE will kill bed bugs on contact. It has a 100% mortality
occurs within 5 - 10 minutes of application, depending on life stage.
BED BUGS BYE-BYE is also effective on other insects, cockroaches,
ants, millipedes, carpet beetles and fleas. Any of the listed insects coming into contact with a surface treated with BED BUGS BYE-BYE will
be killed for up to 30 days after application. BED BUGS BYE-BYE is
made only with ingredients which qualify for the 25(b) exemption in the
EPA Pesticide Regulations. BED BUGS BYE-BYE is not required to
be registered as a pesticide by the EPA. BED BUGS BYE-BYE is nontoxic to all mammals and it doesn’t harm the environment.
DIRECTIONS: Place trigger sprayer into bottle. Be sure sprayer is completely seated. Be sure sprayer is off. SHAKE BOTTLE VIGOROUSLY
PRIOR TO APPLICATION. DURING APPLICATION SHAKE BOTTLE
VIGOROUSLY EVERY 10 TO 15 MINUTES. Turn sprayer to setting for
applying a mist, not a stream. Apply to all surfaces. Porous surfaces
should be sprayed so they are just damp, not to saturation. Carpets
should also be sprayed. In rooms or areas with limited carpeting, cracks
and crevices should be treated with the sprayer set to a stream setting.
Surfaces should be allowed to dry before reoccupying the treated area.
Hold nozzle back 30 inches from spray area. Keep sprayer moving at a
rate of 3-4 feet of area per second. Do not overlap treated areas. Treat
all surfaces including drapes, drawer surfaces, furniture joints, baseboards and other surfaces in the room. Be sure to treat all sides of surfaces on cushions, mattresses, bed springs, drawers, etc. For carpets,
start with all areas underneath or covered by beds, couches, chairs and
treat as above with the mist setting. Then treat all other carpet areas
starting with the area farthest away from the exit, working towards the
exit door. Once all surfaces have been treated, allow sufficient time for
BED BUGS BYE-BYE to dry. Once all surfaces are dry, replace all furniture, drawers, etc. to proper locations. Place freshly laundered bedding on mattresses and pillows. Lightly spray bedspread or comforter.
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Areas of Use:
*Hotels
*Hospitals
*Nursing homes

*Dormitories
and other public places where bed bugs
are found

Appearance and odor........................ Clear, colorless liquid with cinnamon scent.
Specific Gravity.................................. 1.01
VOC................................................... 0%
NFPA Fire Rating............................... Non-Flammable
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